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This case note discusses the recent Award in the South China Sea arbitration and its implications for fisheries management and cooperation in the South China Sea. It argues that by rejecting the validity of the nine-dash line claim, clarifying the maritime entitlements of all the features in the Spratlys, and denouncing a number of Chinese activities in the South China Sea, the Award has remarkably contributed to narrowing the geographical scope of the disputes and thus defining the rights and obligations of States in different maritime areas. Ultimately, the Award has laid the foundation for future regional and bilateral efforts to cooperate, especially those of fisheries management and fisheries management cooperation in the South China Sea.
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1 INTRODUCTION

On 12 July 2016, the Arbitral Tribunal under Annex VII of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)1 issued its long-awaited award in the South China Sea arbitration initiated by the Philippines against China.2 The Award is historic and unprecedented in the sense that it officially rejected the validity of the nine-dash line claim, clarified the maritime entitlements of all the features in the Spratlys, and denounced a number of Chinese activities in the South China Sea. As a consequence, the scope of the South China Sea disputes is now significantly reduced and the respective rights and obligations of States are clearly defined. These significant developments are undeniably essential for any future regional or bilateral efforts to cooperate in the interests of peace, stability and prosperity in the region.

The South China Sea is a region of complex maritime and territorial disputes, resulting in escalating tensions among the claimants. Three main issues could be identified as the root of the disputes. First, States have long maintained conflicting claims over the land features in the Spratly Islands. Secondly, the nine-dash line claimed by China encircles most of the waters and features of the South China Sea, and China has increasingly conducted activities within the limits of the nine-dash line in order to reinforce its claim. Thirdly, the legal status of the features in the Spratly Islands remained

unclear, that is, whether they were rocks or islands under Article 121 of the UNCLOS. The uncertainty as to whether the features are capable of generating full or partial maritime entitlements has made it exceedingly difficult for States to negotiate on the management and settlement of the disputes.

One of the visible consequences of these long-standing disputes is the lack of coordinated fisheries regulations in disputed maritime areas, leading to constant conflicts at sea regarding fisheries activities between fishing vessels flagged to one of the claimants and the law enforcement agencies of another. Such disputes frequently make headlines across the world. Inevitably, this has led to a serious degradation of the fisheries resources in particular, and the marine environment in general in the region. According to a report by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, most stocks in the West Central Pacific fishing area are either fully fished or overfished, particularly in the western part of the South China Sea. Another report by Sumaila and Cheung in 2015 also found that the fish stocks in the South China Sea have declined by 70–95% since the 1950s. It is imperative that immediate regional cooperative efforts should be made in order to manage and conserve the fisheries resources.

Against this background, section 2 of this paper begins by briefly discussing the main findings of the Arbitral Tribunal that are relevant to the issue of fisheries management and cooperation in the South China Sea. These findings include the validity of the nine-dash line, the legal status of the features in the Spratlys, and China’s failure to exercise ‘due diligence’ with respect to its nationals and vessels and the marine environment. Section 3 elaborates on the possible implications that the award carries for future regional cooperative efforts in fisheries management and cooperation. Section 4 concludes with some ways forward.

2 MERITS OF THE AWARD

2.1 (In)validity of the nine-dash line

The Tribunal concluded that there was no legal basis for China to claim historic rights to resources within the sea areas falling within the ‘nine-dash line’ as this claim exceeded the geographic and substantive limits of China’s maritime entitlements under the UNCLOS. The Tribunal explained that to the extent that China had historic rights to resources in the waters of the South China Sea, such rights were relinquished insofar as they were incompatible with the regime of the exclusive economic zone.
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(EEZ) provided for in the UNCLOS.\(^7\) It should be noted, however, that traditional fishing rights are not totally excluded within the EEZ regime. The coastal States, in giving access to fisheries resources to other States within its EEZ, ‘shall take into account (...) the need to minimize economic dislocation in States whose nationals have habitually fished in the zone’.\(^8\) That being said, the Tribunal emphasised that ‘States may continue to recognize traditional fishing rights in the exclusive economic zone in their legislation, in bilateral fisheries access agreements, or through regional fisheries management organizations.’\(^9\)

2.2 Legal status of the features in the Spratlys

After clarifying the interpretation and application of paragraph 3 of Article 121, the Tribunal concluded that none of the features in the Spratly Islands generated entitlements to an EEZ or continental shelf (CS).\(^10\) Even though the features had been heavily modified by land reclamation and construction activities, the Tribunal only considered:

historical evidence of conditions on the features prior to the advent of the exclusive economic zone as a concept or the beginning of significant human modification–to represent a more reliable guide to the capacity of the features to sustain human habitation or economic life.\(^11\)

This implies that the current land reclamation and construction conducted by the parties will have no implication whatsoever for the qualification of the maritime entitlements of the features under Article 121 of the UNCLOS.

2.3 Obligation of ‘due diligence’

The Tribunal also concluded that China failed to exercise ‘due diligence’ in preventing its nationals from unlawfully fishing in the EEZ of another State, and thus breached its obligation to pay ‘due regard’ to the rights and interests of that State under Article 58(3) of the UNCLOS. Here, the Tribunal adopted the conclusion in the Advisory Opinion of the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), issued in 2015 at the request of the Sub-Regional Fisheries Commission\(^12\) (Advisory Opinion to the SRFC), that the obligation of due regard extended to a duty ‘to take the necessary measures to ensure that their nationals and vessels flying their flag are not engaged in IUU [Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated] fishing activities’.\(^13\) This obligation, according to the Advisory Opinion, denotes an obligation of conduct, or a ‘due diligence’ obligation.\(^14\)

The Tribunal could easily establish a violation on the part of China as ‘the Chinese Government vessels were fully aware of the actions being taken by Chinese fishermen and were able to halt them had they chosen to do so’.\(^15\) This lack of ‘due diligence’
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was also addressed in the context of China’s harmful fishing practices that violated the obligation to preserve and protect the marine environment under Article 192 of the UNCLOS. The condemned harmful fishing practices undertaken by Chinese nationals included the harvesting of endangered species, the consequential destruction of their habitat,\(^{16}\) and the use of cyanide and dynamite. However, the lack of sufficient evidence regarding the use of explosives and cyanide did not allow the Tribunal to conclude that China had failed to take measures to prevent such practices.\(^{17}\)

3 LEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR FISHERIES MANAGEMENT AND COOPERATION IN THE SOUTH CHINA SEA

3.1 Clarifying the geographical scope of the disputes

For a long time, various cooperative proposals have been put forward, such as the establishment of a joint development area, in order to manage the conflicts as well as to pursue economic development of the South China Sea.\(^{18}\) However, one of the practical obstacles for such proposals is the definition of the disputed areas.\(^{19}\) As the Tribunal invalidated the nine-dash line claim and declined to qualify the features in the Spratlys as islands with full maritime entitlements, there would neither be an overlap between the coastal States’ EEZ claims and the Chinese claim, nor an overlap between the coastal States’ EEZ claims and the maritime zones generated from the disputed features in the Spratlys. As a result, the disputed areas now include only those in which EEZ/CS claims from the mainland of the parties overlap – for instance, between Indonesia and Vietnam, or between China and Vietnam beyond the Gulf of Tonkin – and the territorial seas surrounding the disputed features.

It is clear that a great portion of that previously claimed as disputed areas has now become the high seas. However, the question as to whether the Area exists in the centre of the South China Sea remains uncertain as this depends on the submissions by the coastal States of the CS beyond 200nm and the recommendations by the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf.

3.2 Clarifying legal rights and obligations of the States concerned in the relevant areas of the South China Sea

As the Tribunal remarked, ‘the purpose of dispute resolution proceedings is to clarify the Parties’ respective rights and obligations and thereby to facilitate their future relations.’\(^{20}\) Accordingly, the seminal South China Sea Award has helped clarify the rights and obligations of the States concerned in different maritime areas in the South China Sea, especially with regard to fisheries management and cooperation.

\(^{16}\) Ibid [950]–[66].
\(^{17}\) Ibid [975].
\(^{20}\) The South China Sea Arbitration (n 2) [1198].
Within the EEZ, States are entitled to exercise their sovereign rights for the purposes of exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing living and non-living natural resources in the waters superjacent to the seabed and in the seabed and its subsoil, and with regard to other activities for the economic exploitation and exploration of the zone.\textsuperscript{21} It follows that coastal States have the sole discretion as regards the conservation and utilisation of living resources under Articles 61 and 62 of the UNCLOS. States whose nationals have habitually fished in the EEZ may have access to the fisheries resources only with prior consent from the coastal States. Currently, in the South China Sea, the only fisheries agreement of this type was concluded between China and Vietnam in the Gulf of Tonkin in 2000,\textsuperscript{22} according to which the two parties have established a joint fishing zone to which both Chinese and Vietnamese fishermen are granted equal access. This fisheries agreement sets a good example for bordering States to follow, and similar agreements can be concluded between States to provide fishermen from one State with access to surplus fisheries resources in the EEZ of another.

Also, as the South China Sea is the habitat of a great number of straddling and highly migratory stocks, the States concerned are under the obligation to cooperate either directly or through appropriate sub-regional or regional organisations, as regards the conservation and development of such stocks.\textsuperscript{23} For shared stocks – those migrating between the EEZs of more than one State – and straddling stocks – those migrating between the EEZs and the high seas, States are only subjected to a \textit{pactum de negotiando},\textsuperscript{24} meaning the obligation to negotiate in good faith. For the highly migratory stocks, coastal States are further subjected to a \textit{pactum de contrahendo},\textsuperscript{25} which requires the States to reach a cooperation agreement as an end result.\textsuperscript{26} The rights and obligations of States with regard to these stocks have been discussed extensively by the ITLOS in its Advisory Opinion to the SRFC.

Within the areas of overlapping EEZ/CS claims, Articles 74 and 83, paragraph 3 stipulate two distinctive procedural obligations of conduct, including the obligation to make every effort to reach provisional arrangements of a practical nature, and the obligation to make every effort not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of a final agreement. These two obligations have been addressed by the Arbitral Tribunal in the maritime delimitation case between Guyana and Suriname in 2007 in the context of the exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbon resources.\textsuperscript{27} In this case, the Tribunal emphasised that compliance with the two obligations was crucial for the
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achievement of certain objectives of the UNCLOS, namely to promote the equitable and efficient utilisation of resources of the seas and oceans, to strengthen peace and friendly relations between nations, and to peacefully settle disputes. 28 In order to fulfil the first obligation, States are free to choose the temporal and geographical scope as well as the types of the provisional arrangements, but these provisional arrangements in any case shall not prejudice the final conclusion of a maritime delimitation agreement. 29 At the same time, States are required to make every effort not to jeopardise or hamper the reaching of a final agreement. For instance, coastal States are not allowed to authorise the over-exploitation or depletion of fisheries resources in the overlapping areas, 30 nor to enforce rules and regulations against the vessels flagged to the other claimant State if the situation does not so require. So far, provisional fisheries arrangements pending the final maritime delimitation have been concluded between Malaysia and Indonesia in 2012, 31 and between the Philippines and Taiwan in 2015. 32 Both of these arrangements deal with fisheries law enforcement cooperation in unresolved maritime areas between these parties.

Within the disputed territorial seas around the disputed features, as opposed to the EEZ regime, the Tribunal ruled that historic fishing rights were to be preserved within the territorial seas. 33 Even though the Tribunal has left open the question of the limits of the historic fishing rights, China’s complete prevention of the Philippines’ fishermen from fishing in this area, while permitting its own nationals to do so, was sufficient for the Tribunal to conclude a violation on the part of China. It can thus be suggested that States in control of the disputed features would be under the obligation to respect the historic fishing rights of other claimant States in the territorial seas of the disputed features, and any conservation measures to be taken must be applied on a non-discriminatory basis.

On the high seas, all States are entitled to exercise the freedom of high seas as provided by Article 87 of the UNCLOS, including, inter alia, the freedom of fishing. While exercising its freedom of fishing on the high seas, States have a duty to adopt, with respect to their nationals, measures for the conservation of the living resources of the high seas and to cooperate with other States in the conservation and management of such resources under Article 117. For the conservation of the same living resources or different resources in the same area, under Article 118, States are subject to a pactum de negotiando as regards necessary measures to conserve those resources, and are under the obligation, as appropriate, to cooperate to establish sub-regional or regional fisheries organisations to this end. As the high seas in the South China Sea do not currently fall

28. Ibid [460], [465].
29. Ibid [460]–[64]. See also D Anderson and Y van Logchem, ‘Rights and Obligations in Areas of Overlapping Maritime Claims’ in S Jayakumar, T Koch and R Beckman (eds), The South China Sea Disputes and Law of the Sea (Edward Elgar, Cheltenham 2014) 192.
30. Anderson and van Logchem (n 29) 218–19.
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within the competence of any regional fisheries management organisations, \(^{34}\) it is vital that the States concerned negotiate and cooperate to establish a regional mechanism for the conservation and management of fisheries resources in the high seas area.

In any case, the South China Sea is a semi-enclosed sea, and thus Article 123 requires the bordering States to endeavour, directly or through an appropriate regional organisation, to coordinate the management, conservation, exploration and exploitation of the living resources of the sea. Again, this obligation does not require a cooperation agreement be concluded and States are only required to negotiate in good faith.

### 3.3 Confirming the application of the obligation of ‘due diligence’ of flag States with respect to their fishing vessels and the marine environment

Before any cooperative regime is established among the States, the Tribunal’s finding of a violation of Article 58(3) of the UNCLOS by China confirms that the flag State is under a ‘due diligence’ obligation to ensure that its fishing vessels do not unlawfully fish within the EEZ of the coastal States. First, the flag State must ensure that its fishermen do not fish within the EEZ of another State, where it does not have permission to fish. This, again, proves the pressing need for consultation with the coastal States to gain consent for granting access to the surplus of the fisheries resources in its EEZ. Secondly, when fishing within the EEZ of coastal States, flag States must ensure that their fishermen have due regard to the rights and duties of the coastal States and comply with the laws and regulations adopted by such States. This requires the two States to frequently exchange information as to the fisheries law and regulations applicable in the area concerned. Moreover, flag States are also under a ‘due diligence’ obligation to ensure that their fishing practices do not have harmful impacts on the marine environment.

In addition to the willingness of the States, it is admitted that a common practical problem that most of the States in the South China Sea face is the lack of law enforcement capacity to fulfil their obligation as flag States. \(^{35}\) Even in China, which can be said to possess the best-equipped and modern law enforcement vessels, the staff and equipment for enforcement of the fishery regulations are insufficient, and thus the law enforcement has not achieved good results. \(^{36}\) In this case, it is encouraged that bordering States reflect upon the bilateral and multilateral collaborative initiatives that have been taken among several States in the region in order to foster the capacity-building process and improve the effectiveness and efficiency of fisheries law enforcement at sea. \(^{37}\)

---

\(^{34}\) The most relevant regional fisheries management organisation in the present context is the West Central Pacific Fisheries Commission, but this Commission clearly states that its convention area is understood not to include the South China Sea in practice. See West Central Pacific Fisheries Commission, ‘Frequently Asked Questions and Brochures’ <www.wcpfc.int/frequently-asked-questions-and-brochures> accessed 26 February 2017.
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4 WAYS FORWARD

As the South China Sea fisheries resources are on the brink of collapse, it is time that all States concerned in the region set aside their sovereignty claims over the features and work together towards a multilateral agreement on fisheries management. Pending the conclusion of any regional solution, it is required that States recognise and comply with the Award by respecting the sovereignty, as well as the sovereign rights and jurisdiction, of other States within their maritime zones. Most importantly, States are under an obligation, either directly or through a regional and sub-regional fisheries organisation and arrangement, to cooperate to manage fisheries resources shared between their EEZs, or straddling the EEZ and the high seas, especially the highly migratory stocks.

With the nine-dash line claim invalidated and the status of the features in the Spratlys clarified, it will now be much easier for the States to define the scope of the cooperation areas. These potential cooperation areas may cover only the remaining disputed areas, which are the overlapping EEZs between States, or the disputed territorial seas around the disputed features in the Spratlys. Ideally, for the sake of fisheries resources, the determination of the areas of cooperation should follow the biological features as well as the straddling patterns of the fish stocks, which merit further special analytic attention.